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ARUNACHALAM
My dear Soul-mates,
Nobody can remain without loving fellow-beings. Loving or working only
for the result is only a laborer. Lord Buddha and the great Acharya Sri Adi
Shankaracharya told this and they travelled from one place to another to preach
only out of love and compassion. Yogi, Gnani, Mahatma(saints) cannot remain
without loving humanity, it is their nature. Buddha was a serious man, no jokes,
Buddha was never disturbed. Anger also is love of a Saint, like of Maharshi or
Swami Vivekananda only to purify you, they reacted according to the situation
whereas Buddha never reacted. When you crave for honor it means there is no
fullness or completeness in you. When we need water, we need to go to the well or
the tap. When water is available all around there is no need of well or tap.
Similarly whoever has realized the Brahmic state (the Supreme state), need not
search for anywhere outside. When you are not happy inside you need to search it
outside. External pleasures turn into pain. When you understand the subject
properly all your doubts, ups and downs, sorrows, boulders like big troubles also
will turn into happiness and peace.
Births and deaths are pits, from one Pit to another. Why remembering past
births or referring past, Bhagwan never encouraged past births. Tolerance,
Tolerance and Tolerance. Forbearance and Forbearance. Truth is one. When you
close your eyes you see it and when you open your eyes also you see it. Until you
realize the Truth nothing good external happens to you. You need tolerance. You
cannot carry people, increase the depth, Truth gets revealed. Second time also I
will tell that only. Everything is the will of God. Can we question God? Is it
surrender? Narayanam Parabrahmam Sarvakarana Karanam. Word is gold. In
Maya's (illusion) flow everybody gets washed away even Chief Justice, Minister or
President too. Jealousy is dangerous in family and in between brothers and sisters
too. Do not exhibit and do not reveal wealth or anything. There is fault in both the

sides. Warren Buffet is always calm, no exhibition, sight is executive class and life
is economic class.
We think that body is Brahmam, it is body-boundedness. You are deceiving
yourself and the world you are in duality. Inside and outside you are body-bounded
therefore you are out. You should remain in the self(Atmabhavana). We are in
Deha bhavana (body-boundedness) but think that we are in Atma bhavana (selfbounded), so no Self-realization. Those who criticize are like a blade of grass, the
tail of arrogance is not gone, they are like the eagle which is high in the sky but its
sight is on the dead bodies. Scholars also are the same they find faults with others.
You are deceiving yourself, even without knowing about Brahmam (the Supreme
Being) How will you reach it? Self-realized person does not have any journey, no
coming and no going. Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa said that I never enjoyed the
world even in the dream.
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